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An understanding of financial market returns is critical whether one is planning to hedge risks
or or design trading systems intended to profit from market movements. In financial modeling,
assumptions are often made in order to obtain a functioning and useful model. When modeling
portfolio or asset risk, models such as Value at Risk, or VAR, often make assumptions about an
underlying return distribution, then aim to calculate the probability of a large loss of a specified size.
Such losses are typically due to events deemed very unlikely given the assumed distribution. The
illustrious Black-Scholes option pricing model assumes that asset prices follow an infinitesimal log-
normal random walk. Additionally, Harry Markowitz’s famed mean variance theory, which describes
how to optimally construct a portfolio of assets, assumes that market returns are independent and
normally distributed between periods.
There have been many large scale financial events which triggered wild moves in markets that
would suggest that market returns are non-normal. Some of these events include the crash on Black
Monday in 1987, the breaking of the peg on the Pound Sterling in 1992, the Russian default crisis and
the fall of LTCM–Long Term Capital Management, a hedge fund overseen by two Nobel laureates–in
1998, the bursting of the technology bubble in 2000-2001, the bursting of the real estate and debt
bubbles in 2007-2008, the flash crash of 2010, the break of the peg on the Swiss Franc in 2015, the
Brexit vote in 2016, and the British Pound flash crash of 2016. These such events are illustrations of
how unpredictable and wild financial markets can be.
This study aims to analyze returns from the equity and currency markets from the beginning
of the 1990s to the end of 2016, which encompasses many of these events. Although present, this
study extends beyond these extreme events to analyze returns across various time frames, looking at
individual assets and also the equity market as a whole. Through the use of statistical goodness of
fit tests and quantile-quantile analysis, the study shows that currency and equity market returns are
leptokurtic, or fat tailed. This characteristic persists across all time frames for negative returns. A
substitution of the normal distribution for the Laplace distribution can yield a more accurate model
of market returns, especially at smaller, or finer, time frames. A T-distribution with 4-5 degrees
of freedom is also a potential representative distribution. Autocorrelation is examined as a possible
explanation of leptokurtic market behavior, however, autocorrelation is not uniformly present in
equity and currency markets.
Figure 1: Quantile-Quantile Plot of Currency Market Returns
This project was designed to be an educating exercise in data science and statistics using time series
analysis tools in Python. It has opened the doors to another study of the influences of survivorship
bias in financial research. A repetition of this study with a survivorship bias free data set may reveal
how influential such a bias can be in the analysis of financial risk. The remaining portion of the study
is being redirected to investigate when survivorship bias is likely to occur, and how much of an effect
it has on studies of this nature.
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